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In an era where effective communication is a cornerstone of success in various professional fields, it is
paramount that we equip our students with the tools they need to excel in this area. Drama and live
performances provide a unique platform for them to nurture these essential skills. drama and live
performances foster self-confidence in our students. The experience of rehearsing and presenting in front
of an audience enables them to overcome stage fright and develop a sense of self-assurance. By exploring
different roles and characters, our students gain the courage to express themselves with conviction and
poise. This confidence extends beyond the stage and serves as a strong foundation for future public
speaking endeavors.

In conclusion, we, at Sage College,  firmly believe that the subject of drama and live performances is
instrumental in nurturing the skills of public speaking and oral expression in our students. By investing in
this discipline, we are providing them with a solid foundation for success in their future endeavors, where
effective communication is paramount. I kindly request your support and endorsement in further
promoting the importance of drama and live performances within our school curriculum such as the
coming Mamma Mía Performance planned for the 19th of May.

Sincerely, 

Mr Wickham

MESSAGE FROM
OUR HEAD 

Creativity, communication skills, empathy,
teamwork, confidence, and problem-solving
abilities. These skills and qualities are not only
essential for future artistic pursuits but also
play a significant role in personal development
and success in various areas of our students
lives.

The benefits of acting, drama and public
speaking





 -EARLY YEARS NEWS-
 

PLANTING A SEED
We love seeing how plants GROW!
Last week our Dinky Ducklings have been planting seeds.
First they use their creativity and imagination to paint the
pots they brought from home days before. Then, they left
them on the patio for drying them up and later on, they put
cotton, lentil seeds and water into their pots to see how the
leaves start to appear and the plant grows. Our Little Sagers
enjoyed the process of this activity as all you know;
gardening supports academic achievement, helps students
develop a healthy lifestyle, makes them more aware of their
environment and helps them develop a sense of community.
We can't wait to see how they grow even more!



 -PRIMARY NEWS-
 

YEAR 6 ACTORS
A Day in the Museum
Year 6 have been showcasing their collaborative
and cross curricular learning. This term they have
been exploring the theme of “Surrealism”. In Maths
they have learned about Fibonacci and created their
own abstract art work by measuring accurately to
create Fibonacci circles. During English and Art
they have been learning about contemporary artists
and have created their own piece in the style of the
Spanish artist Joan Miro.

They performed too the play "Un día en el museo". It
was amazing!  We have lots of talented actors! The
children have shown great enthusiasm in Lengua
Castellana interpreting and understanding the text.



 -MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS-
 

Have you received your invitation yet to the wedding
year?

Sage College is a-buzz with our latest theatrical
extravaganza, Mamma Mia, which sees our school being
transformed into an authentic Greek island, with culinary
flavours to boot. Students and staff have been rehearsing
with passion and energy to bring this amazing show.
Don’t miss out on this truly unique experience!!!



TALK TO STUDENTS
Managing stress and
organisation during the
examination period

 -HIGH SCHOOL NEWS-
 

It is important to manage the stress and have a
good organisation at all times, but it becomes
specially important during the examination period.
Sara Ruiz, psychologist, talked to the Year 13
students on those topics, now that they are putting
everything in place to get the best results in their A
level and EvAU exams to go to university. We would
like to thank Sara for her time and fantastic talk.

NATIONAL COMPETITION
Excelling

Our Year 13 student and Head Boy Gonzalo Vela,
participated in the “Olimpiada Nacional de Física”, which
took place in Lugo. He had that possibility after the good
result he got in the previous exam at University of Cádiz.

Well done!
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HOUSE T-SHIRTS
AND CAPS 

NOW ON SALE

¡follow us!

https://www.sagecollege.eu/product-category/school-houses/

